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You don’t know the total cost of your plan.

If you're a 401(k) plan sponsor, you have a fiduciary

0.43%

responsibility to only pay reasonable plan fees and expenses

Investment Management

from plan assets. Keeping 401(k) plan fees in check is one of
your most important fiduciary responsibilities because even
small excessive fee amounts each year can substantially reduce

0.53%

Trading Costs

a participant nest egg over decades of saving. Excessive 401(k)
fees can also mean severe consequences for you - including
personal liability.

How can you ensure your fees are reasonable if you aren't
aware of them all? In addition to the fees you are aware of,

0.45%

0.35%

Recordkeeping Fee

Advisory Fee

there are a number of hidden costs. This makes it very difficult
for you to determine the true cost of your plan.

0.32%

Administration Cost
Just to name a few…
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Active mutual funds dominate your lineup.

Actively managed mutual funds are the most common investment
option among 401(k) plans — not because they perform well for
participants, instead because they pay “advisors” and other service

providers through their revenue sharing arrangements.

% of U.S. equity funds outperformed by their benchmark:
83.4%

86.7%

86.6%

83.7%

3 years

5 years

10 years

15 years

Here’s a quick cost comparison of an expensive
actively managed fund vs. a low-cost passively
managed index fund.
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Government regulations require action

The Department of Labor (DOL) and Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) are tasked with overseeing 401(k) plan regulations. To
ensure your plan remains compliant both government bodies
provide guidance to plan sponsors. The DOL recommends that
plan sponsors “establish and follow a formal review process at
reasonable intervals¹.”
The IRS is more specific on their website, suggesting that plan
sponsors review their plans on an annual basis.

¹Meeting your Fiduciary Responsibilities, U.S. Department of Labor, Employee Benefits Security Administration
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Lawsuits are a real threat

Litigation is becoming the primary threat to the 401(k) industry. Lawsuits
were once limited to just the largest of employer provided retirement
plans, but this is drastically changing. With increased media attention
and more educated 401(k) participants, legal arguments are beginning
to develop in the small plan market as well.
This means that all plan sponsors, regardless of how small your plan
might be, must proactively work to make their plans lawsuit-proof.

All 401(k) related lawsuits are related to the following breaches of
fiduciary duty:
1.

Excessive fees

2.

Improper fund selection

3.

Conflicts of interest

The plaintiffs bar is now viewing small plans as a
target rich environment for class action lawsuits,
viewing 401(k)s as the next asbestos.
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It enhances fiduciary oversight

A Fiduciary is someone acting in a position of trust on behalf of a third
party. Many sponsors are unaware of their status as a fiduciary or even
what it truly means.

The important point is this:
Major responsibilities of a 401(k) fiduciary

1

Acting with the care and due diligence of a prudent person

2

Making decisions in the sole interest of the participants

3

Selecting a diverse range of suitable investments

4

Ensuring the plan is paying reasonable expenses

Most “advisors” appear to market fiduciary services, but their
agreements routinely affirm their non-fiduciary status, leaving the

sponsor as the sole fiduciary and holding all of the liability.

Sponsors, as fiduciaries, are on the hook for decisions
made about money belonging to the plan’s participants.

So it is in your best interest to fully understand all aspects
of your plan, and how well it compares to alternatives in
this dynamic and highly competitive marketplace.
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It’s free!

Benchmark your 401(k) plan. This way, you know
and have documentation that your plan is
competitive, fees are reasonable, and you and your
employees are getting a good value and service for

those fees.
To learn more about NS Capital’s free 401(k)
Benchmark give us a call at (866) 676-6002

